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1. Introduction — 4 fir,1,1111.1 

1.1 .1viatifiinia.iviolthi 

1. Can we build never-ending learners? 
	

h■T, 

2. Can machine learning theories and algorithms help explain human learning? 

3. Can we design programming languages containing machine learning primitives? 

4. Will computer perception merge with machine learning? 
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1.2 @lainafiTanihdhittild@UMA1-13.10101,A 

Machine learning is a field of computer science where algorithms improve their 

performance at a certain task as more data are observed. To do so, algorithms select a 

hypothesis that best explains the data at hand with the hope that the hypothesis would 

generalize to future (unseen) data. Take the left panel in the figure in the header, the crosses 

denote the observed data projected in a two-dimensional space —in this case house prices 

and their corresponding size in square meters. The blue line is the algorithm's best hypothesis 

to explain the observed data. It states "there is a linear relationship between the price and 

size of a house. As the house's size increases, so does its price in linear increments." Now 

using this hypothesis, I can predict the price of an unseen data point based on its size. As the 

dimensions of the data increase, the hypotheses that explain the data become more complex. 

However, given that we are using a finite sample of observations to learn our hypothesis, 

finding an adequate hypothesis that generalizes to unseen data is nontrivial. There are three 

major pitfalls one can fall into that will prevent you from having a generalizable model and 

hence the conclusions of your hypothesis will be in doubt. 
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2. @4514151r34111141601,iiiivrivoliunihotilligni5en4 Machine Learning filifijEY)19104 - 4 fitutiti 

2. 1 The first trend is the widespread adoption of new information technology 

platforms, most importantly the Internet and the smartphone. These platforms give 

businesses access to a wide variety of applications like search engines, maps, blogs, and 

music or video streaming services. In turn, these applications create new ways for 

businesses to interact with consumers, which produce new sources and types of data, 

including (1) a user's location via mapping software; (2) their browser and search history; 

(3) the songs and videos they have streamed; (4) their retail purchase history; and (5) 

the contents of their online reviews and blog posts. Sellers can use these new types of 

information to make educated guesses about consumer characteristics like location, 

gender, and income. 
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2.2 The second trend is the growth of the ad-supported business model, and the 

creation of a secondary market in consumer information. The ability to place ads 

that are targeted to a specific audience based on their personal characteristics makes 

information about consumers' characteristics particularly valuable to businesses. 

This, in turn, has fostered a growing industry of data brokers and information 

intermediaries who buy and sell customer lists and other data used by marketers to 

assemble digital profiles of individual consumers. 
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3. The Top-Down Approach To Getting Started in Machine Learning - 4 fin11.114 

6111,MocuimiionnfiquPillAi'm Machine Learning: 

1. Believe. Know that you can learn machine learning by practicing working 

through problems (top-down) rather than studying theory (bottom-up). 

2. Pick a Process. Select a systematic process for working through a machine 

learning problem from beginning to end that you can use to reliably get a good 

result on any problem you work on. 

3. Pick a Tool. Select a tool or platform that you can use to actually work through 

problems and map it onto your chosen systematic process. 

4. Pick a Dataset. Select datasets to work on and practice the process. Ideally 

select properties of problems that you want to practice and find well 

understood datasets that have those traits on which to practice. 

5. Build a Portfolio. Write up your results and learnings in semi-formal work 

products (blog posts, presentations, tech reports) and share them publicly to 

demonstrate your growing machine learning skills and capabilities and engage 

like minded practitioners. 
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4. Applied Machine Learning Process - 4 fiz:66111.i 
,..., cY 

filvilloaiYituovulUirmL6`0TmiivlEintifiiifim4A/911 Machine Learning 3J011,1 

1. Define the Problem 

2. Prepare Data 

3. Spot Check Algorithms 

4. Improve Results 

5. Present Results 

@4UniiwtillvWolioltin5zInuni5itl 5 io6rio16i19.d14@tii.A5 
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Previous Day 	 Current Day 

S&P 500 

"Operation Make Millions"  
Circa 2002-2003 
Fully Connected Neural Network, 1 Hidden Layer 

- Attempt to Forecast Next Day 0,H,L,C for S&P 500 Index 
Feed in 10 days of O,H,L,C,V (to adapt to recent market conditions 
Retrain each day with new data and new forecast 

Copyright ig 2014 by Steven Geringer, www.aniytcs.com  Permission is granted to use, distribute, or modify this image, provided that this copyright notice remains intact 

5. Stock Forecasting With Machine Learning - 4 fiaLtru 

A few years back, I decided that machine learning algorithms could be designed to 

forecast the next day's Open, High Low, Close for the SP500 index. Armed with that 

information, it would be a cinch to make $Millions ! 

The following chart shows the initial design of the Neural Network: 

@iniwini5t-IMitruia.11,1241,moiriamod9lcilou 5 iia-iivi-auLaraFigirJA-IlatillilAilii)lli 
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